While many advances in technology, information standards, and ability of applications to take advantage of the semantics of information have now accrued, this vision of Lucy and Pete enjoying the fruits of the Semantic Web is still a good way off.
Still, this vision is very compelling even if it seems as far off today as it was in 2001. The set of cooperating organizations, processes, and practices that would need to successfully adopt semantic web technologies in order for the Lucy/Pete vision to become a reality is actually quite complicated. So perhaps that is part of the reason that this vision is still a good ways off. But even in some relatively simple worlds with a small number of organization types, use of the Semantic Web is still only a dream. The world we are interested in is online reference content for libraries. In this world there are a couple hundred publishers, and a few dozen user interface and technology providers, and the libraries which they share as customers.
Even in this simpler and technology-aware domain of online reference, little has been done to implement the Semantic Web.
So I'd like to present a much more modest vision -limited just to how the Semantic Web might revolutionize how reference resources could be used collaboratively in online reference services for libraries of all types, all around the world. I propose this vision in hopes that because it is far simpler than the Lucy/ Pete vision, there is perhaps a better chance that it can come to fruition in reasonable time.
Reference resources that make up much of the content of reference rooms in physical libraries do not represent the whole library; rather they are a distillation of material (sometime even referred to as "tertiary" resources) where "primary" is original source material, "secondary" is material that represents experts' analysis of the primary source material, and "tertiary" is coverage of the most important facts, definitions, and explanations that will be most useful for patrons of that particular library, letting them get a quick fact or the grounding in the overall landscape of a field they are studying.
More and more of such resources are now online, and it's pretty easy to see a world in the next few years in which all such resources are online. This really catches her attention. When mousing over that point on the map, she discovers that this hospital cared for thousands of abandoned babies. This becomes her chosen topic. After clicking through to more information on Thomas Coram, she learns that he was a sea captain from Taunton, Massachusetts, just thirty miles south of her home in Boston. The article is linked into Oberlin College's other fine set of resources for her further research.
Had Judy continued her browsing to the west she might have noticed an entry about a doctor, Peter Roget, who lived a couple blocks west of Charles Dickens. Rightclicking on this point of the map now makes the context map she's looking at center itself around Dr. Peter Roget. It would not be a stretch to imagine that Charles Dickens knew Peter Roget because they both frequented the Reading Room at the British Museum. 
MAP #4
It's worth thinking about what could make this vision work. One is that general reference content is NOT the whole library. One could easily imagine that a good college library might have online databases that include the entire census of that part of London in the 1830s, or descriptions of every single address in that neighborhood. Putting that whole census or listing of addresses onto the Dickens Google Map suddenly overwhelms the context and the browsing becomes untenable. This vision of a browsable map takes advantage of the fact that subject encyclopedias (the core content type in general reference) has definitions and explanations of the important people, places, events, works, and institutions related to a particular field. And any particular library would appropriately assemble in their online general reference system the set of subject encyclopedias that are relevant to their patrons and users. So the Dickens Google map might look very different at the online reference system at a fashion design institute in New York City, or a middle school in Scotland, or a research institute in Triangle Park.
There are some wonderful examples online of what one can do with maps and linking them to information about places. Of particular recent note is the fabulous visualization of the Roman Forum created by UCLA's Cultural Virtual Reality Laboratory. This shows that properly prepared information can provide an astounding learning experience. Those premium examples of visualization of information are what Ronald Milne of the British Library calls "cabinets of curiosity," wonderfully designed information experiences but cut off from each other and from the main stream of information exploration.
What I am painting in this vision is much more modest in functionality but generic across all general reference information for libraries of various types. If the right standards are adopted by leading reference publishers, maps such as this Charles Dickens map become universal across a myriad of topics, people, places, events, etc. This does not require any new content development -simply applying Semantic Web technologies to existing online representations of reference works and letting librarians pick and choose which ones participate in their users' experience.
In October 2008, Scientific American published another major article on the Semantic Web -"Web Science Emerges" by Nigel Shadbolt and Tim Berners-Lee. Among other things it describes how DBpedia, a project initiated by Chris Bizer et al at the Free University of Berlin, has applied RDF (Resource Descriptive Framework) technologies of the Semantic Web to harvest useful semantic information from infoboxes in Wikipedia.
Looking to see if this would be a part of what might bring my vision to the light of day, I notice that DBpedia has now created over one hundred and ten million RDF triples from infoboxes on Wikipedia representing thousands of classes of information. Looking over DBpedia's list of several thousand semantic classes, it strikes me that this is both too little and too much for achieving the vision I have for Judy's discovery of Dickens' context in the 1830s. Among the classes are "names of female hockey teams in the Southern United States" and "persons who died in 101 B.C." The semantic categories are so numerous and not clearly interrelated, so I don't see how interface developers would use them to easily create things like my example above.
If achieving the vision for Judy means that Oxford University Press, Macmillan, etc., or someone who aggregates content from them is going to have to indicate the semantics of information in their online encyclopedias, then I think it is imperative that the list of semantic categories be carefully selected and well-thought through. In that way one can imagine the hundred or so top quality publishers of subject encyclopedias are more likely to end up doing the work necessary to indicate the appropriate semantics of their content.
The Semantic Web ... from page 38
Of course some content owners will want to provide additional detail in identifying the semantics of their content. Biographical sources may want to distinguish among important persons who are artists, scientists, or politicians, etc. Some sources will want to identify publishers or counties or universities, all examples of institutions. But as long as these are defined in a standard manner so they are sub-classes of Persons, Places, Events, Works, or Institutions, then interface developers can work with them across all fields of study.
I suggest that online reference publishers could start with classes of reference content such as Persons, Places, Events, Works, and Institutions,… and have attributes such as "defined," "explained," "image-of," "produced-by," and "mentioned" …. And on that foundation one can imagine not only the vision I've painted for Judy seeing a Google map populated with interesting and potentially insightful bits of information about Dickens' world of 1837 in London, but a good number of other fabulous ways to browse the information her institution's librarian assembles into the online reference experience for that library.
I believe that if a simple set of metadata classes can be endorsed by the online reference publishing world, it will enable a whole new class of user experiences that leverage the vast quantities of reference content which is already online.
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